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Abstract
The study aims at describing teacher immediacy within online learning. Teacher immediacy refers to using verbal and nonverbal symbols to reduce physical and psychological gaps between teachers and students. Immediacy is claimed to improve student motivation in learning. The study employed a mixed method of focus group discussions and a survey of selected senior high schools from multistage random sampling. Results show that perceived online learning is identical to incomprehensible, overload assignments, a shift of the teacher’s role to technology, peer learning, and off-class tutorial participation. On the other hand, online learning is perceived as flexibility in time as students can manage different activities simultaneously. Findings from the survey indicate immediacy negatively influences a shift in teachers’ role to technology, whereas self-disclosure has a positive effect. The results somehow reflect a debatable claim of teacher immediacy impact within the Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) context. Future examinations on the use of multiple technology platforms in forming immediacy are necessary to better comprehend the teacher’s role in online learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Covid-19 has posed a substantial threat to public health (Sohrabi et al. 2020) and transformed social interactions at the global level (Ahmed and Memish 2020). Earlier public activities were held without fear of getting infected. Yet now, mass gatherings have been canceled to prevent the Covid-19 outbreak (Ahmed and Memish 2020), and individuals are strongly encouraged to abide by health protocols or the so-called ‘new norm’ (Basch et al. 2020). By the end of March 2020, the government implemented drastic measures such as shutting down public places and educational institutions. Individuals were asked to study or work from home (Finset et al. 2020; Stewart 2021; Wang, Pan, and Wang 2023). Even though the Covid-19 pandemic has caused digital inequalities in aspects of life, including education (Beaunoyer, Dupérè, and Guittton 2020), online learning is deemed necessary; thus, instructional communication relies on the most updated and dynamic communication technology.

In the field of communication science, online learning has reduced the use of verbal and nonverbal symbols, which are commonly employed in face-to-face (f2f) classroom instruction. Similar to computer-mediated communication, the f2f instruction mediated by communication technology poses a distinct use of verbal and nonverbal symbols, particularly in explicit emotion and frequency (Derks, Fischer, and Bos 2007). Previous studies on online learning claim that asynchronous learning shows a high acceptance rate in media use yet a low rate in learning motivation. Students often uttered problematic issues such as being unwilling to participate, leading to, a significant drop in student learning achievement (Tandyonomanu, Sukardani, and Dharmawan 2021).

In the context of instructional communication, immediacy appears as attempts to increase closeness between speakers and audiences, leading to effectiveness (Woods and Baker 2004). Immediacy is viewed as one of key elements in improving student’s learning motivation and achievement, both in affective and cognitive aspects. To build an emotional bond, immediacy conveys the teacher’s attempt to eliminate gaps between teachers and students. The gaps cover physical distance and psychological void (Andersen 1979). Teacher immediacy is conducted by using verbal and nonverbal symbols. Immediacy is verbally shown through the use of humor, self-disclosure, inquiries, support, and...
participation in student discussions and dictions such as “we” to increase group cohesiveness (Gorham 1988). Nonverbal symbols showing immediacy include eye-contacts, smiles, positive gestures, vocal range, and the use of space (Frymier 1993).

Recent scholarships on teacher immediacy argue that it serves as a potential variable in achieving effective learning, particularly in improving student motivation and participation (Estepp and Toberts 2015). Similar research indicates consistent findings for teacher immediacy to improve student motivation (Ai and Giang 2018; Azeem, Abid, and Hussain 2021; Frymier 1993). Other scholars claim teacher immediacy has played a major role in learning objectives and participation (Roberts and Friedman 2013) as well as student participation and comprehension (Teo, Khazaie, and Derakhshan 2022). In fact, immediacy has proven to increase students’ perception of their competence and trust (Teven and Hanson 2004). On the other hand, a teacher’s inability to show immediacy leads to student rejection (Iaconelli and Anderman 2021).

Investigations on teacher immediacy in an offline environment have been frequently explored, yet the same topic within an online context quite a few. Studies on online learning discuss the effect of video and audio usage serving as high and low immediacy towards student’s perceptions of teacher immediacy and presence (Schutt, Allen, and Laumakis 2009). Other scholars suggest teacher immediacy in online learning has affected student learning experiences both in cognitive and affective aspects (Chakraborty and Nafukho 2015). Considering that the Covid-19 pandemic has forced students to study from home, it is necessary to examine what students experience in online classes and how this situation relates to teacher immediacy.

METHODS

The study employed a mixed method, including Focus Group Discussions (FGD) and a survey. FGDs were used to obtain in-depth and concise data as participants were able to interact with each other. Individual participation in FGDs may increase the percentage of data obtained compared to interviews. FGD participants were selected from 11 senior high schools using multistage random sampling. Two students in the FGDs represented each senior high school. Student learning experiences in an online setting were obtained from the FGDs.
An online questionnaire was broadcast to students of 11 senior high school-elect (n=100). An instrument was developed based on FGD results regarding perceived online experiences, mainly related to teacher immediacy during online classes. ANOVA and multilinear regression analyses were conducted to analyze FGD’s findings and teacher immediacy variables.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The study investigated teacher immediacy during the Covid-19 pandemic, which shifted from conventional learning to online. Classroom learning and interactions between teachers and students have been mediated by technology. A significant claim of face-to-face understandings is more effective than online ones as every channel is wide open in conventional learning. Both verbal and nonverbal messages are immediately received. This new form of education mediated by technology raises tough challenges to adapt, primarily for students and teachers.

Regarding teacher immediacy investigation during the pandemic, the study examined whether a rigorous shift in learning affected the learning process. Results from FGDs were analyzed based on time, media, and the teacher’s acts during the class.

Online Learning is Incomprehensible

Conventional learnings enable teachers to recognize incomprehensible signs from students, yet online classes have caused indirect interactions. Teachers are unable to optimize the use of online learning platforms such as “zoom”, “google meet”, and “teams” for an ideal online class. On the other hand, students’ pace of learning and capability to process materials is varied, and students often fail to find a proper method to comprehend the lessons.
In an online class, we learn via g-meet, a school web, and google classroom. Sometimes we get the materials from YouTube. To me, this method is ineffective as not every student can understand the materials immediately. (Participant 4)

Online learnings depend on teachers. Younger teachers accept [adapt to] this method, and we will play games the following day. Yet, senior teachers only use a quick [g]meet and finish the class as they barely understand how to use the technology [online teaching platforms]. (Participant 8)

I am poor in Mathematics, for I am majoring in social sciences. Yet, I get Physics for my elective class. The class needs to be fixed as the teacher only shows and explains using an online whiteboard, and his writing could be clearer. (Participant 6)

‘Seemingly frightening classes’ such as Mathematics and Physics require a specific learning method to ease students’ comprehension. Teachers must plan carefully the media used in such courses instead of taking from YouTube content that may be unsuitable to students’ learning levels.

Moreover, students need help with technological problems, including instability of network connections and inadequate gadgets. Some families need to have the privilege of providing decent devices for their children. Therefore, some students use smartphones with small screens that cause difficulty in seeing the material and an inability to comprehend. Students are also forced to get in and leave online classes due to unstable networks.

**Online Classes are Identical to Overload Assignments**

Despite challenges in technologies and learning methods, students perceive online learning negatively due to poor teaching methods. It seems that teachers also need help in using the technology for an ideal online class, resulting in a reluctance to re-explain the materials. Teachers opt to give many assignments to increase students’ level of comprehension. Apparently, this option is deemed to be a suitable one if students can comprehend the materials. Otherwise, this alternative deteriorates student comprehension.
When teachers are highly motivated, they set a tight deadline for assignment submission, within 30 minutes to an hour. Students hassle to work on the assignment. (Participant 6)

My teacher always needs to explain something. He gives me assignments without explaining the lesson in detail. (Participant 6)

My teacher just gives me assignments. He never explains the material in a semester. Once, he explained music materials and took them from Google. Then, he assigned me to do a student’s worksheet. He responded very slowly. My class captain is quite active as he always asks the teacher when students cannot understand the lesson. He texted the teacher, yet he never got a response from the teacher. (Participant 6)

Ideally, assignments are given to increase student comprehension level of the materials. Yet, this option plays a significant role in explaining the lesson in online classes based on FGD results. This raises another challenge for students as they cannot submit assignments from various classes on time. Students barely understand the lesson as teachers rarely provide a comprehensive explanation. Assignments become unbearable since students may not fully comprehend the lesson. On the one hand, learning methods and technological challenges may cause incomprehensible materials. On the other hand, the deadline for assignment submission worsens students’ workload in online classes.

**The teacher’s Role is Shifted to Technology.**

Some students have joined online classes since Grade 10, while others still participated in conventional learning before the pandemic. The former may not engage teachers personally and interact with them through smartphones. The latter, however, claim that the teacher’s role in class has been substituted.

This peculiar learning context may root in teachers. First, they are unfamiliar with the technology used by a student. They cannot keep up their pace with the student and adapt to the updated communication technology. Thus, they seem to avoid online interactions and transfer their role to available education entities such as training centers or other suitable online sources.
Teachers who rarely explains use G-meet only to take students’ attendance list. Then, they send the lesson for that day. That’s it. G-meet is seen as a mere courtesy, and that is the case for all senior teachers. (Participant 8)

I think the teacher’s role has been replaced at the end of the day. I feel that senior teachers have not yet mastered using WhatsApp, so they rarely send texts. (Participant 6)

--- As the teacher learns that most students barely comprehend the lesson, he becomes ‘slow-responsive.’ If he wants to start a new material, he only sends a picture of a certain formula. He does not explain anything, and students must learn the formula by themselves. Thus, students take the initiative to browse the formula from YouTube or join ‘Ruangguru,’ an online learning platform the private sector offers. (Participant 8)

I asked a teacher once. “Students in Grade 12 are not familiar with the procedure of public university enrollment. Kindly ask a counsel to provide further information.” The teacher replied, “Just enroll in Ruangguru.” I asked him because I wanted my teacher to explain. Why did he have to use a commercial platform to do his job? (Participant 5)

The technology in online learning has replaced the teacher’s role as a source of information. Personal relationships between teachers and students fade away due to technology. In explaining the lesson, the teacher’s presence is also obscure, for he is often replaced by materials from YouTube and other internet-based sources of information. In other words, teachers are substituted by the technology. In fact, the technology plays a role as a teacher to most students.

**Peer Learning Resolves Challenges in Online Classes**

Students seek alternatives to increase their understanding of the lesson in online classes. One of the alternatives is to initiate a peer learning activity. Peers consist of classmates and students from both inside and outside schools. Peers from different schools are former classmates in junior high education.

Fortunately, there are friends who join ‘Ruangguru’, ‘zenius’, and other training centers. We work on assignments in groups. Those who are
good in Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics share with us who are not enrolled in any training centers. “This is wrong. This is the correct formula. I know it from the exercise I discussed with my tutor.” I think it is peer learning [that helps me understand the material better]. When we were stuck with a certain lesson, my friend would take a picture and ask his tutor to explain. In the next discussion, “This is the correct answer, and we’ve missed this part.” (Participant 7)

So, we have peer learning. My former classmate in junior high school is good in Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics. I know I am poor in these three subjects. So, I often meet him to ask about those subjects. Once we meet, “Do you know how to solve this exercise?” Then, the discussion of the subjects continued as I met my friends from different schools. We have a peer learning activity. (Participant 1)

Online classes raise challenges in understanding materials and explanations from teachers. This causes students to opt for their peers to assist them in comprehending the lesson. FGD participants agree that peers enhance the quality of the study group.

**Online Learnings Somehow ‘Requires’ Off-Class Tutorials**

Several students decided to increase their study hours by taking off-class tutorials. Their parents initiated this alternative.

I have joined online classes since Grade 10. I need some time to adapt, and I get confused. I am a little bit slow in comprehending a lesson when it has a lot of assignments and its materials come from YouTube. The teacher asks me to read and listen. I barely understand the lesson. This impacts my grades significantly during the first semester. So, my mom advises me to take off-class tutorials. Whenever I have assignments, I consult my tutor during the session. (Participant 7)

When I joined online classes, I was shocked. Some teachers explained their material via a Zoom meeting, others never did it. So, I was asked to join off-class tutorials to better understand the material. (Participant 9)

The initiative to join off-class tutorials is feasible due to parents’ concern and capability to afford them. However, some parents do not have the luxury to afford tutors for their children. The Covid-19 pandemic has significantly affected
families’ economies. This situation gets worse as some students are forced to work to support their families.

When we join a G-meet, we don’t know the condition of each student’s family. The fact is that most families cannot support their children. Several students cannot join the g-meet as they must assist their parents to work. This condition is very frustrating as sometimes students have a laboratory assignment that must be submitted on the same day. Students will get zero if they fail to submit the task on time. They cannot get a higher grade if they get zero three times. (Participant 2)

The decision to join off-class tutorials originated from parents who can afford tutors. This alternative, however, is taken by a few students exclusively. Most students rely on schools, particularly their capability and willingness to learn, as their parents cannot afford off-class tutorials due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

**Flexibility Serves as a Perceived Benefit in Online Learning**

The Covid-19 pandemic has affected students’ learning process. Students need not go to a class as they study from home. While they are attending an online class, they engage in other activities.

An online class has advantages such as students can get closer to their family members. By staying at home all the time, I cherish my relationship with my family. (Participant 6)

Having plenty of family time, FGD participants assume that online learning allows them to apprehend and understand their nuclear family better resulting in a strong family bond. In addition, the online class also enables students to improve their skills, such as writing. One participant receives an award in a short-story competition and publishes her work.

I have got a lot of time to study and work on self-development. Thank God I joined a short-story competition and published my piece last year. (Participant 3)

With regards to durations of learning, online classes do not require much preparation and time allotted to commute from home to school. Students' spare time is used to explore potential and self-development, including joining webinars.
As mentioned by my peer, the benefit of online learning is I have time to explore my potential. I get a lot of information about webinars too. (Participant 5)

Online learning offers so much flexibility in terms of time that students do not need to commute to school. The classes are scheduled based on students’ agreement. Students take advantage of this condition by helping their parents affected by the Covid-19 pandemic. Other students prefer to explore their potential by improving their soft skills. However, this is not the case for most students as they decide not to take advantage of the online class’s flexibility.

The FGD results show that perceived online learning from student experiences is derived from a learning process in which teacher immediacy involves. Two variables are predictors of perceived online learning: immediacy and self-disclosure. The former entails the teacher’s efforts in creating student interaction. The efforts are shown through the teacher’s verbal and nonverbal symbols. Immediacy is also related to motivation. If a teacher desires a better relationship, he will use helpful verbal and nonverbal symbols. The latter on the other hand is defined as efforts to open up aiming to develop a better relationship. Figure 1. Illustrates a model of the relationship between verbal and nonverbal symbols and motivation as key elements in forming immediacy and self-disclosure serving as another predictor in perceived online learning.

Figure 1.
A Model of Three Key Elements of Immediacy and Self-Disclosure in Perceived Online Learning

Table 1 shows that 37.5% of verbal and nonverbal communication and motivation influence immediacy. To be precise, verbal communication and
motivation significantly affect immediacy (sig. < .05), whereas nonverbal communication remains insignificant (Sig: .077 > .05) as shown in Table 2. Unlike face-to-face learning, the online class adopts a Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) context in which nonverbal channels are limited. Consequently, encoders are unable to use various communication formats and channels. Nonverbal communication such as voices and gestures is easily accessed in CMC once a video is available. Another channel to deliver a message is texting. Several social media platforms utilize texting. Since communication aims to convey a message and emotions, the use of emoticons is widely prominent to express emotions in CMC. However, its usage remains less valid as emoticons do not truly represent the intended emotion.

Table 1.

Model Summary Predictors to Immediacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.613&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>.356</td>
<td>4.372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Predictors: (Constant), Motivation, Nonverbal Com., Verbal Com.

Table 2.

Correlations of Verbal Communication, Nonverbal Communication and Motivation Towards Immediacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients B</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>13.484</td>
<td>4.024</td>
<td>3.351</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal Comm.</td>
<td>.601</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>.385</td>
<td>4.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonverbal Comm.</td>
<td>.204</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>1.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>.482</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>2.544</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Dependent Variable: Teacher immediacy

Both immediacy and self-disclosure influence perceived online learning variables, particularly a shift of the teacher’s role to technology (sig. <0.05) as shown in Table 3. The remaining variables are insignificant. The result indicates immediacy specifically the teacher’s effort in getting close to or interacting with students does not affect online learning. This situation emerges from any gaps
resulting from media use, which contradicts the principle of immediacy itself. Students consequently perceive the media or technology as their teacher.

**Table 3.**

*T-test of Perceived Online Learning*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t (sig.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>incomprehensible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Immediacy</td>
<td>-.035 (.739)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Disclosure</td>
<td>.249 (.019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since a shift of the teacher’s role to technology has the most significant influence, it is then treated similarly as in Table 1. with immediacy variables. Table 4. Indicates self-disclosure and immediacy towards a shift of teacher’s role to technology variable is relatively small, at 7.6% to be precise. This variable emphasizes technology, which teachers use as the main platform. Other variables related to technology have a major effect in shifting the teacher’s role to technology variables, including platform usage, teaching materials, tech-savvy skills, and internet availability.

The following multiple linear regression formula was employed to illustrate a shift in the teacher’s role to technology and its effect towards immediacy and self-disclosure. Cap\( Y = 4.418 + (-.048)X_1 + .174X_2 + \varepsilon \)

The formula suggests (1) a shift of teacher’s role to technology value is 4.418 if the values of immediacy (\( X_1 \)), self-disclosure (\( X_2 \)), and other inexplicable variables are 0; (2) as \( X_1 \) with a negative influence of 0.048 increases, a shift of teacher’s role to technology value decreases; (3) \( X_2 \) has a positive effect of 0.174 towards a shift of teacher’s role to technology surge.
Table 4.
Model Summary Self-Disclosure and Immediacy to a Shift Of Teacher’s Role to Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Self Disclosure, Teacher immediacy

Table 5.
Regression Analysis of Immediacy and Self-Disclosure to a Shift Of Teacher’s Role to Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficientsa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: A shift of teacher’s role to technology

The survey result shows a distinct finding compared to prior explorations on teacher immediacy. The multilinear regression analysis with immediacy and self-disclosure as the predictors indicate a negative and positive influence toward perceived online learning. This result implies that a surge of immediacy affects little perceived online learning. Using verbal and nonverbal symbols to reduce the gap between students and teachers in the form of immediacy seems unachievable when this is related to a shift in the teacher’s role in technology. Students believe that a teacher is no longer relevant as his role is substituted by technology. Ultimately, immediacy is irrelevant.

Major studies suggest teacher immediacy positively affects both online and offline perceived learning, particularly in cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspects. In conventional learning, teacher immediacy can increase student motivation (Cayanus, Martin, and Goodboy 2009). Regarding online learning, teacher immediacy significantly improves student achievement (Iaconelli and Anderman 2021; Messman and Jones-Corley 2001), cognitive skills, and
behavioral aspects (Baker 2004). Online learning has limited access to direct nonverbal symbols despite the fact that teachers can communicate and engage students amusingly (Rogers et al. 2009). However, scholars argue that the use of audio and video with high resolutions can enhance teacher immediacy (Schutt et al. 2009).

Since there is a difference between the present study’s findings and previous ones, future research on the teacher’s role in online learning is worth investigating to reduce inconsistent results regarding teacher immediacy. Innovations in learning theories and methods are potential variables to explore and develop teachers’ roles in online learning. It is also likely to redefine teacher immediacy within the context of online classes.

Other findings from the present study are related to students including incomprehensible materials, overload assignments, peer learning, and time flexibility. It should be noted that the FGDs were held during the Covid-19 pandemic and lasted for two years. Most FGD participants never join face-to-face classes since Grade 10. Perceived online learning reflects students' immense need to participate in offline learning, leading to negative perceptions of virtual learning. This situation deteriorates student learning achievement (Butt et al. 2023) even though teacher immediacy is improved (Wendt and Courduff 2018). Online learning is the best method despite concerns about technology skills, minimum interactions and motivations, instability of network connection, and internet security (Almahasees, Mohsen, and Amin 2021).

The present study nevertheless has several limitations. First, perceived online learning was obtained from students forced to join online classes. The situation somehow caused student frustration and negative perceptions. Perceived online learning is ideally investigated within a situated learning environment to reveal positive experiences of online classes. The result then may be poised in terms of perceived advantages and challenges. The next limitation deals with instrument development and a sampling number. 100 senior high school students filled out the questionnaire. The number of respondents in the future may be upgraded and expanded to another education level, such as junior high and primary education. Future investigations may use a better instrument by
considering the challenges and advantages of online learning and the use of CMC context in learning.

CONCLUSION

The present study suggests five forms of perceived online learning including incomprehensible, overload assignments, a shift of the teacher’s role to technology, peer learning, and off-class tutorial participation. Of the aforementioned forms, teacher immediacy and self-disclosure affect a shift in the teacher’s role to technology. While the former has a negative influence, the latter shows a positive one. Future investigations on teachers’ roles in online learning are highly recommended to obtain more comprehensive findings.
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